MBBS 1970

Graduates underlined on this list are uncontactable by email. Please share details of your reunion with these alumni if you are in touch. The University acknowledges that this information may be incomplete or incorrect and we encourage you to contact us at mdhs-reunion@unimelb.edu.au or (03) 9035 7869 with any updates to ensure our database is as accurate as possible. Lists are alphabetical by last name and include the names of graduates who may have graduated in a different year but are known to affiliate with this class, marked below with an asterisk*. If you are aware of alumni who affiliate with your cohort but are not listed below, please let us know.

Dr Noel A Alpins AM
Dr Henry Z Bankier (dec)
Dr Dominic Barbaro AM
Dr Michael A Battat
Professor Gavin J Becker
Professor Richard Bell
Dr Neil L Blair
Dr Reinoud W Bos
Dr David A Bracy
Dr Barbara J Breadon
Dr Brian A Brigham (dec)
Dr Michael J Brignell
Prof Emeritus Graham V Brown AM
Dr Mark Bryce
Dr John D Buchanan
Dr Elizabeth A Carew-Reid OAM
Mr David N Chamberlain (dec)
Dr David A Chambers
Dr Jim I Cheng
Mr John D Corbet
Dr John Dobson
Dr Anthony C Dortimer
Dr Marshall C Eastman
Dr John G Easton
Dr Maurice K Easton
Dr Uldis E Egilis (dec)
Dr Dennis Engler
Professor Gavin C Fabinyi
Dr Hymie Factor
Dr Jacob Federman
Dr Rob Fitzpatrick
Dr Christopher H Foord
Dr Ian K Forbes
Dr Geoffrey W Ford
Dr Andrew T Forsyth (dec)
Dr David E Francis
Dr David Freilich
Dr Geoffrey C Gartner

Dr Lesley M Garton *
Dr William V. Gason
Dr Giuseppe M Giarrusso
Dr Louis Glowinski
Dr Jack Goldberg
Dr Malka Gordon
Dr Meryl H Griffiths
Dr Jillian E Grogan
Dr Robert S Grogan
Mr Garry D Grossbard
Dr Zenon W Gruba
Dr David Grundmann
Dr Christopher J Hall
Dr Warren F Hall
Dr Jeremy J Hammond
Dr Philip J Hammond
Dr Edwin Harari
Dr Morris Herszlikowicz (dec)
Dr Michael C Hoare
Dr Harry Imber
Dr David M Ingram
Associate Professor Bruce Jackson
Dr Andrew W Jakobovits
Dr David I James
Dr Margaret E Judson
Dr Rodney T Judson
Dr Michael J Kelly
Dr John M Kenny
Associate Professor Richard W King AM
Dr Jack Knobel
Dr Walter R Kudelka
Dr Rodney P Lambert
Dr Newton L Lee
Dr Robert Lefkovits
Dr Peter L Leslie
Dr Henry R Lew
Dr Donald P Lewis (dec)
Dr Michael J Leyden
Dr Ida Lichter
Dr Colin H Little
Dr Bruce R Love
Dr Graham P Lowe

Dr Margaret M Lowing (dec)
Dr Malcolm J Macdonald
Dr Allin Marrow
Dr Suzan D May
Dr Gerard J McDonald
Dr Roger McLennan
Professor George Mendelson
Dr Peter L Meyer
Dr Peter Y. Milne
Professor Glen D Mola
Dr Peter J O’Brien
Dr Howard J Parker
Dr John A Pedrotti
Dr Paul J Pellegrini
Dr Rodney Pemberton
Dr Rob Peterson
Professor Robert J. Pierce (dec)
Dr Anthony D Pryde
Dr Ian R Pryor
Dr Peter J Puzset
Dr John W Rees
Dr Rob Reid
Dr Peter L Robinson
Dr Alexander B Rossiter (dec)
Dr Harvey Rotstein (dec)
Dr Leonard A Roudner
Dr Katherine S Rowe
Dr Noel J Sampson (dec)
Dr John J Scally
Dr Garry P Sherman
Dr John P Sherman
Dr Peter A Sinclair
Dr Ian J Skelton
Dr Theodore J Slykerman
Dr Ruth Steinfeld
Dr Steven Stern
Dr Barry J Stevens
Dr Howard W Stevens
Dr Gregor M Stewart
Dr John W Stocker AO
Dr Bronwyn Stokes
Dr Muriel D Sturtevant (dec)
Dr George J Szmukler

* graduate affiliates with MBBS Milestone Cohort of respective year
(dec) graduate is deceased
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Dr Henry Taub
Mr Graeme Thompson
Dr Bram Tiernan
Dr Peter W Trembath
Dr Ruja Varon
Dr Edward A Venables
Dr Sunya S Viravaidya
Mr Hugh Lloyd Weaver(dec)
Dr John L Wells
Dr Anthony R White
Dr Thomas H Wisinger
Dr Alexander D Wodak AM
Dr Damien J Wohlfahrt
Dr Max Wolf
Dr Susie Woodward (dec)
Dr Keith V Woollard
Dr Robert L Yewers
Dr David W Young
Dr Rob Ziffer
Dr Paul V Zimmerman

* graduate affiliates with MBBS Milestone Cohort of respective year
(dec) graduate is deceased
Graduate is uncontactable by email